LET YOUR IMAGINATION

*Decorating*

Let your imagination and creativity run wild!

- Giant styrofoam giraffes keep watch over your VBS.
- Posterboard mile markers double as crew signs.
- This oil drum turns into a handy prop.
- Papier-mâché termite mounds pop up all over!
- Painted cardboard boxes look like cargo crates.
AND CREATIVITY RUN WILD!

A 3-D elephant lumbers onto the scene.

A cardboard truck races into your base camp.

A colorful canvas paints a spectacular sunset.

Dried grasses pressed into floral foam create a rustling grassland.

Adorable inflatable animals add character & color.

For more decorating ideas go to www.groupoutlet.com
BARRELS OF FUN
Saw an old oil barrel in half, then prop it on a simple frame of 2- by 4-inch planks. Fill the barrel with everything from water to your daily schedules!

SERENGETI EDDY’S CAMP
Wacky explorer Serengeti Eddy might need a base camp, so bring in a variety of camping gear. Set up a tent, cot, sleeping bag, camp stove, and cargo boxes to create a cool camp. (Be sure to drape mosquito netting over the cot!)

GRASSLANDS
Gather dried pampas grass or other tall grasses and reeds. Poke the ends into bricks of floral foam, then hot glue bits of grass to the outside of the brick to cover the foam.
**The Serengeti Plains!**

**Trek Tracks**
Cut simple animal tracks from felt or construction paper. Press the tracks to the sticky side of a sheet of clear adhesive paper. Stick the adhesive paper to a window or floor to show what animals have been prowling around.

**Watering Hole**
Set rocks or pillows on the floor, then spread a sheet of blue material over them (to make your water more 3-D). Edge your watering hole with rocks or brown material "mud." Place imitation plants and reeds near the water, along with pieces of petrified wood and construction paper animal tracks.

**Serengeti Sunset**
Spread a large canvas tarp outside, and spray it with shades of yellow, orange, and red spray paint. (Use several cans of paint for complete coverage.) Hang the tarp on a wall or even from the ceiling, as a way to divide a large room. Spread animal print fabric on the floor for kids to sit on.